
Our growing company is looking for a security software. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for security software

Utilized Remedy for tracking testing activities
Drive vulnerability detection and remediation (scanning, patching, testing)
efforts for continual improvement and compliance
Ensure internal developers can access the production resources they need to
deliver an high-velocity cloud business
Using existing OTI authorization documents, create an inventory of all
software that requires Assessment or Authorization from the OTI AO
Perform Static Code Analysis on OTI source code and prepare a standardized
report to the OTI AO and Program Office detailing any vulnerabilities found
Coordinate with upstream communities and vendors for embargoed bugs,
their patches, and common release dates
Build threat research systems for both internal tools and customer-facing
products
Strategic Planning– Develops and maintains a comprehensive vision and
strategy of how software engineering can and will be used to accomplish
department objectives of protecting our systems and data while facilitating
new and existing business models highly dependent on technology
Program Management -Manage a portfolio of software development and
sustainment efforts including the pipeline of projects/tasks to create, evolve,
and change them as needed
Using existing authorization documents, create an inventory of all software
that requires Assessment or Authorization from an AO
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Protocol Inspection Engines
Designing security policy framework
At least 3 to 5 years of experience in software security with a thorough
understanding of infrastructure and network security
Architected software solutions for of the leading cloud service providers like
Amazon Web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure
Experience working on cloud based services (including SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) with
a solid understanding of security challenges and security best practices for
developing and deploying cloud applications
Proven experience in conducting threat risk analysis, security
architecture/design reviews, code reviews, static and dynamic security
assessments of applications, systems and networks


